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Abstract17

The 400 worst-case severe environments for surface charging detected at LANL satel-18

lites during the years of 1990-2005 as binned by the definitions of four criteria developed19

by Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) and the solar wind and IMF parameters and geomagnetic20

activity indices are analyzed. The conducted analysis shows that only AE (AL) index21

determines the highest risk for severe environments for surface charging to happen. The22

presence of a substorm with the southward turning pattern in IMF Bz indicates that the23

environment can be severe for surface charging to occur but this environment will not24

depend on whether a substorm was moderate or intense. No clear dependence on IMF25

Bz is found for risk to a severe environment to occur. Appearances of severe environ-26

ments for surface charging do not necessarily require high values of Kp and no storm is27

needed for such an event to be detected. Among solar wind parameters, solar wind ve-28

locity Vsw is directly related to the highest risk of severe environments, dependent on29

the Vsw value; and number density Nsw is of no importance. Two criteria for severe en-30

vironment events based on the enhancements of low energy particle fluxes exhibit clearer31

dependencies on the solar wind and IMF parameters and geomagnetic activity indices32

with more distinct patterns in their time history.33

Plain Language Summary34

In spite of recent engineering and technological advancements, modern satellites35

are still subject to dangerous influence from radiation due to presence of high energy par-36

ticles in the near-Earth space. These particles can cause accumulation of some charge37

on the satellites surfaces. They vary a lot depending on the activity on the Sun. The so-38

lar activity can be characterized by several parameters. Relating the detected surface39

charging events to the parameters can help to predict the occurrence of these events based40

on knowing the solar activity. The 400 worst-case severe environments for surface charg-41

ing detected at Los Alamos National Laboratory satellites during the years of 1990-200542

were analyzed and related to solar activity. It was found that surface charging can oc-43

cur during rather moderately disturbed conditions, and presence of a strong disturbance44

does not necessarily lead to satellite anomalies. Solar wind velocity and its magnitude45

can be a direct indicator for the highest risk of severe environments for surface charg-46

ing.47
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1 Introduction48

In spite of recent engineering and technological advancements since previous anal-49

yses of spacecraft anomalies (e.g., Vampola, 1994; Koons et al., 1999), modern satellites50

are still subject to environmental effects (e.g., Green et al., 2017). Spacecraft charging51

causes the most spacecraft anomalies related to the radiation environment (e.g., Lam et52

al., 2012; Loto’aniu et al., 2015), and it is surface charging in particular that has caused53

more serious ones (e.g., Koons et al., 2000; Choi et al., 2011; Matéo-Vélez et al., 2018).54

Surface charging is due to low energy plasma and photoelectric currents (for de-55

tails, see the reviews by e.g., Garrett (1981); Whipple (1981); Mikaelian (2001)). The56

spacecraft surface potential is a function of the net current to/from the spacecraft sur-57

face. The net current consists of currents from (1) photoelectrons from the surface in-58

duced by solar photons, (2) electrons and ions of surrounding plasma impinging on the59

surface, and (3) charged particles emitted from the satellite (e.g., from electron emission60

induced by primary electrons, from active ion emission). In a balance, a net current is61

equal to zero. A spacecraft submerged into plasma will assume a floating potential dif-62

ferent from the plasma itself. The net current between the surfaces and the plasma will63

tend to become zero, therefore, the satellite’s surface materials will be charged oppositely64

to the surrounding plasma. The shadowed areas are charged negative. The sunlit areas65

are charged positive unless some negative barrier of potential (also given by absolute space-66

craft potential) imposed by other satellite’s surfaces prevent photoelectron to reach the67

plasma. Even in this case, however, sunlit surfaces remain less negative than other sur-68

faces. For the conducting surfaces, the potential of the surface is uniform for reaching69

the equilibrium for zero net current. For insulating materials, this equilibrium can be70

only on several points on the surface. Surface materials can discharge both into space71

and/or to structure ground. The resulting electrostatic discharge (ESD), with conducted72

currents and/or radiated waves, can couple into electronic circuits and subsystems, caus-73

ing damage. Spacecraft charging is a function of the space environment characteristics,74

including sunlight/eclipse, solar activity, geomagnetic activity, electron and ion flux mag-75

nitude and spectrum.76

The electron temperature is considered the most reliable space environment param-77

eter to predict spacecraft charging based on observational (Rubin et al., 1980; Lai & Della-78

Rose, 2001; Lai & Tautz, 2006) and theoretical (Lai et al., 1983; Hastings & Garrett, 1996)79
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evidence. The spacecraft potential and electron temperature curves show an intercept80

at a finite temperature. When temperature is below this critical value, spacecraft charg-81

ing does not occur, it starts only with temperature above it.82

Olsen (1983) demonstrated the existence of a threshold energy of 10 keV (kiloelec-83

tronVolt) of particle fluxes for the SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging At High Altitudes)84

spacecraft to charge when a large portion of the ambient electron flux exceeds this en-85

ergy. A later study by Thomsen et al. (2013) for LANL (Los Alamos National Labora-86

tory) MPA (Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer) data showed that surface charging will87

occur when a critical threshold of electron fluxes with energies of 8 keV has been sat-88

isfied. Sarno-Smith et al. (2016) analyzed the relationships between 30 eV - 50 keV elec-89

tron fluxes and spacecraft potential using Van Allen Probes HOPE (Helium Oxygen Pro-90

ton Electron) and EFW (Electric Field and Waves) data. They found the electron en-91

ergy flux threshold for 3 keV electrons for intense charging more likely to occur, how-92

ever, they stated that it is not always the case. In addition, the electron pressure, not93

the average electron temperature was shown to have stronger connection to spacecraft94

charging; but, again, this correlation was not always present. In the studies mentioned95

above, the spacecraft potential was obtained from observations of the “ion line” (e.g.,96

Thomsen et al., 2013) which represents a sharp low-energy cutoff due to the accelera-97

tion of ambient ions through the spacecraft potential.98

Correlation between spacecraft anomalies and substorm activity was observed in99

the 1970s on the ATS (Applications Technology Satellite)-5 and -6 and the first two De-100

fense Satellite Communication System-Phase II (DSCS-II) geosynchronous communica-101

tion satellites using magnetometer data from ground stations near the satellite magnetic102

footprint (Rosen et al., 1972; Fredricks & Scarf, 1973). DeForest (1972) directly demon-103

strated that the surface of the ATS-5 spacecraft was charged to large negative poten-104

tials (up to -9 kV (kiloVolt) under eclipse conditions), when the spacecraft was in the105

local morning sector, by ∼ 1-10 keV electrons injected from the plasma sheet during substorm-106

associated events. Farthing et al. (1982) analyzed the ground magnetograms from An-107

chorage station in Alaska and found that the substorm activity occurred very closely in108

time with the anomalies detected at GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental109

Satellite) 4 and 5 in the postmidnight sector. Extended analysis of data from ATS-6, GEOS110

(Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite)-2 and SCATHA resulted in the design guidelines (Purvis111

et al., 1984) for mitigation of the differential charging hazard. Spence et al. (1993) in-112
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vestigated about 100 anomalies that occurred at several high-inclination, high-altitude113

satellites by comparing their distribution to the known surface charging distributions (i.e.114

observed an SCATHA spacecraft) and related them to 10-15 keV energetic particle in-115

jections from the Earth’s magnetotail during substorms.116

The satellite anomalies caused by substorm injection depend on local time indicat-117

ing that they were caused by geomagnetic activity but not by operational or design prob-118

lems. Numerous studies (e.g., Koons & Gorney, 1991; Spence et al., 1993; Lanzerotti et119

al., 1998; Fennell et al., 2001; Gubby & Evans, 2002; Iucci et al., 2006; O’Brien, 2009;120

Allen, 2010; Choi et al., 2011; Mazur et al., 2012) showed that surface discharges peak121

at around midnight to dawn in local time with very few occurring on the dayside. That122

is, the anomalies are the most frequent in the sector of substorm electron injections. For123

example, Fennell et al. (2001) have analyzed the occurrences of anomalies on HEO (Highly124

Elliptical Orbit) satellites (Spence et al., 1993) and found that the spatial distribution125

of the HEO anomalies mapped to the equatorial plane is close to the pattern of substorm-126

injected electrons. On the contrary, the effects of internal charging should be most promi-127

nent on the dayside or should show no local time dependence at all (Mazur & O’Brien,128

2012).129

At the same time, it is not possible to state that all substorms and, especially, in-130

tense ones, will definitely lead to satellite anomalies and that they will be due to sur-131

face charging. Small, isolated substorms can be related to the significant changes in the132

radiation environment which could lead to the surface charging related anomalies (e.g.,133

Grafodatskiy et al., 1987; Matéo-Vélez et al., 2016). Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) have ex-134

amined the particle data from the LANL spacecraft and extracted times when the par-135

ticle environment can be extreme and can result in surface charging conditions. It was136

shown (see Figure 8 in Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018)) that severe conditions can occur dur-137

ing geomagnetic storms or isolated substorms but the occurrence even of a moderate storm138

is not necessary. All the identified times (400 of them) with severe particle environments139

were attributed with the values of Dst (Disturbance storm time) and AE (Auroral Elec-140

trojet) indices. Storms were identified by corresponding Dst variations seen as the ini-141

tial, main and recovery phases but not by the strength of them. Isolated moderate sub-142

storms were defined by the AE index from 300 nT to 800 nT, isolated intense substorms143

– by AE-index higher than 800 nT, and small substorms with AE< 300 nT. Many of the144

identified events in Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) were detected during small to moderate145
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substorm activity, and no direct dependence was found on substorm strength. Most events146

in the Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) study were observed in the 21-06 MLT (Magnetic Lo-147

cal Time) sector with very few in the <20 MLT or >07 MLT sectors, which is consis-148

tent with previous studies (e.g., Mullen et al., 1986).149

Among multiple characteristics of geomagnetic activity, the Kp (Planetarische Kennz-150

iffer) index has been considered as the main geomagnetic index in the studies relating151

satellite anomalies with geomagnetic activity in early studies. Rubin and Garrett (1979)152

discovered the relation of ATS-5 and ATS-6 potential with Kp. Farthing et al. (1982)153

presented the correlation of the anomalies at GOES 4 and 5 spacecraft with the Kp. The154

positive correlation between the SCATHA satellite surface potential monitors (SSPMs)155

data and the Kp index was demonstrated by Mullen et al. (1986) and Koons and Gor-156

ney (1991). Later, Spence et al. (1993) analyzed about 100 anomalies detected at sev-157

eral high-inclination, high-altitude satellites and found that the anomaly occurrence is158

strongly related to the Kp index value. Choi et al. (2011) selected 95 anomalies that oc-159

curred at geostationary satellites from 1997 to 2009 and showed the anomaly occurrence160

rate increased with increase of the Kp index. Thomsen et al. (2013) found “an enhanced161

surface charging probability” at LANL satellites during higher Kp values. At the same162

time, the anomalies included the effects from both surface and internal discharges, which163

have similar dependence on the Kp index (Koons & Gorney, 1991).164

However, no agreement was reached on a linear dependence between the anoma-165

lies which might be due to surface charging and the Kp value. While O’Brien (2009) stated166

that anomalies due to surface charging are most probable at Kp of 46, Denton and Borovsky167

(2012) found > 500 V spacecraft potentials occurring at relatively low Kp values of 2168

or 3. O’Brien (2009) used the data of surface charge monitors (Ozkul et al., 2001; Koons169

et al., 2006) on geosynchronous satellites. Denton and Borovsky (2012) derived space-170

craft potentials from the LANL particle data.171

Lohmeyer and Cahoy (2013) analyzed 26 solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) anoma-172

lies detected at eight Inmarsat geostationary communications satellites during 1996-2012173

and found that 80% of anomalies occurred with Kp < 3. Mazur et al. (2012) have an-174

alyzed statistics on surface charging signatures from a charging plate analyzer (CPA) ob-175

served on the Intelsat satellites (Koons et al., 2006) at GEO during 1997-2001. Charg-176

ing potentials from CPA were more straightforward indication of surface charging than177
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obtaining a more complex charging signature from ion spectrograms (as was done in Thomsen178

et al. (2013)). Mazur et al. (2012) noticed that surface charging occurred during both179

quiet and active time intervals as seen in Kp index. Moreover, they found the influence180

from the RussellMcPherron effect (Russell & McPherron, 1973) with semiannual vari-181

ations in the charging signatures, such as, together with Kp, the surface charging was182

more likely to happen during the spring and fall equinoxes (similar to the Matéo-Vélez183

et al. (2018) study).184

Bodeau (2015) questioned the usage of the Kp index as an indicator for severe en-185

vironments to cause surface charging and to induce anomalies due to it. A series of so-186

lar array string failures occurred on three high-power communication satellites (Hoeber187

et al., 1998) were compared with the Kp index and no dependence was found. The con-188

clusion was that ”a high Kp does not insure significant charging levels, and conversely,189

significant charging can occur during modest to severe Kp index values.” Bodeau (2015)190

examined ground magnetograms and X-ray emissions measured by the Polar spacecraft191

from the atmosphere in the auroral region near the magnetic footprint of the commu-192

nication satellites and found that severe substorm activity was detected right before nearly193

every moment of circuit failure.194

Ferguson et al. (2015), while admitting that Kp dependence for surface charging195

seems to be logical, since Kp is an indicator of a disturbed magnetosphere, did not find196

any correlation trend between the LANL negative spacecraft potential and the large Kp197

values from 7 to 9 (see their Figure 38). They presented the electron flux above a min-198

imum energy Emin as a charging index for geosynchronous spacecraft in sunlight with199

Emin of 9-15 keV and the threshold for flux above Emin to be near 4× 108 e−/cm2s.200

The proposed observational charging index was later found to be consistent with the the-201

ory in the Huang et al. (2017) study.202

While the Kp index has been extensively used in attempts to find correlations with203

surface charging anomalies, other characteristics, such as, the AE (Auroral Electrojet)204

and Dst (Disturbance storm time) indices and solar wind and IMF (Interplanetary Mag-205

netic Field) parameters, were not. Wrenn and Smith (1996) estimated the probability206

of surface ESD effects on the MARECS-A satellite launched in 1981 at GEO as depen-207

dent on Kp and AE indices. They found that the probability to observe the effects from208

surface ESD increases for Kp from 3 to 5 and AE from 200 to 800 nT but decreases for209
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higher magnitudes of Kp and AE. This behavior was attributed to the magnetic field at210

GEO being drastically distorted. Lohmeyer et al. (2012) attempted to relate the Inmarsat211

anomalies with the Dst index and the solar wind speed and found that at the times of212

the anomalies, the Dst index did not drop below -40 nT and the solar wind speed var-213

ied in the range between 300 and 500 km/s exceeding 600 km/s at only two times (see214

their Figure 14). The importance of the solar wind speed increase for spacecraft poten-215

tial was reported in earlier studies (DeForest, 1972; Hastings & Garrett, 1996). Denton216

and Borovsky (2012) investigated spacecraft potentials at LANL during strong and weak217

High Speed Streams (HSS). They defined strong events when the solar wind speed is higher218

than 500 km/s during 5 days but weak events are characterized by the solar wind speed219

below 400 km/s during 3 days. Denton and Borovsky (2012) found a strong correlation220

between the average negative spacecraft potential and the solar wind speed. Moreover,221

the level of the corresponding surface charging was found to be significantly larger for222

the strong HSSs than for the weak HSSs.223

In the present paper, we analyze a database of 400 events developed by Matéo-Vélez224

et al. (2018) (presented in Section 2) which contains the dates and times of the worst-225

case severe environments for surface charging as observed by LANL satellites during the226

years of 1990-2005. The main focus is to find possible relations between the activity pa-227

rameters and worst-case severe environments for surface charging. Each input in the database228

was attributed with the corresponding values of geomagnetic activity indices and solar229

wind and IMF parameters. The dependencies of worst-case severe environments for sur-230

face charging and near-simultaneous geomagnetic activity are contained in Section 3. It231

shows peaks in the number of events with corresponding parameter magnitude and range,232

the highest risk to detect a worst-case severe environment event at the corresponding233

value of the parameter, and presence of a risk-parameter dependence. Section 4 demon-234

strates the results of a superimposed epoch analysis with the parameter changes in time235

before the event, relative timing of parameter maximum change and the event detection236

time moment, and parameter changes after the event. The obtained dependencies are237

discussed, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.238

2 Severe Environment Events from LANL Data239

We use the database of 400 total events developed by Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) that240

contains the dates and times of the worst-case severe environments for surface charging241
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as observed by LANL satellites during the years of 1990-2005. Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018)242

have analyzed the particle fluxes from the MPA with energies from 100 eV to 40 keV (Bame243

et al., 1993), the Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzer (SOPA) with energies between244

50 keV and 1.3 MeV (Belian et al., 1992) and the Energetic Spectra for Particles (ESP)245

with energies from 1 to several MeV (Meier et al., 1996). Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) have246

formulated four different criteria to define severe environments potentially leading to sur-247

face charging. 100 worst case events were identified in each criterion with 400 events in248

total. For a given criterion, each event is among the top 100, 15-minuted averaged worst-249

case severe environments for surface charging defined by that criterion. These four groups250

of events comprise the main dataset of our study. They also form the basis of on-ground251

tests of materials under multi-energetic electron beams (Matéo-Vélez et al., 2019).252

Among the four criteria, one criterion is based on the measured spacecraft poten-253

tial and three criteria are based on integral electron fluxes. The spacecraft potential cri-254

terion deals with the average spectra related to large negative potentials over long pe-255

riods of time. It was called PG5k, since the longest events with a Potential Greater than256

5 kV (in absolute) were considered. The criterion defines 100 longest events with Poten-257

tial Grater than 5 kV (in absolute). It should be stressed that the top 100 events are se-258

lected on the basis of duration of the potential drop rather than the potential drop peak259

value. This means that the events with stronger charging but having shorter duration260

are dismissed by this criterion. On the other hand, the threshold values of -5 kV used261

for the event definition obviously represents extreme charging.262

Eclipse or sunlit conditions play a very important role in PG5k criterion. Photoe-263

mission is generally the most important charging current, which is able to counterbal-264

ance a large fraction of the negative current imposed by electron fluxes during substorms,265

depending on the incidence angle of photons on the satellite’s surfaces. In the present266

study, 87 out of the 100 PG5k worst-cases are in eclipse. Therefore, it can be considered267

that PG5k worst-case environments are representative of the most severe charging events268

occurring during eclipse. The dependence of these events on plasma and geomagnetic269

conditions is very interesting issue because they are less subject to the uncertainties linked270

to the sunlight incidence on satellite surfaces.271

For criteria based on fluxes, the electron fluxes have been averaged over 15 min-272

utes, since it is necessary for severe conditions to be present for a few minutes for dif-273
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ferential charging to occur at geosynchronous orbit. Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) used 15274

minutes as an approximate duration to bring significant differential charging (hundreds275

of volts) on dielectrics of about 25 to 100 µm thickness in a GEO-like environment.276

One criterion concerns high fluxes at low energies together with a Low Flux at High277

Energy (LFHE). It is a combination of both high fluxes below 50 keV and low fluxes above278

200 keV which is related to surface charging. Another criterion concerns the Highest Fluxes279

at All Energies (HFAE). It combines high fluxes both below 50 keV and above 200 keV,280

since they are related to charge deposited both at the surface and in the bulk of cover-281

ing insulators. The last criterion is about the highest Fluxes of electrons at Energies above282

10 keV (FE10k). The most severe electron spectrum was selected each month on each283

spacecraft to avoid duplication if the same events were detected by several spacecraft.284

The list of most severe satellite-month spectra was then classified within top 100 events,285

one for each criterion, resulting in 400 events in total. A potential below -300 V was reached286

for 80 FE10k worst-case events out of 100, 60 for HFAE and 40 for LFHE. It should be287

stressed here that the worst-case environments criteria were defined to address both ab-288

solute negative potentials and large differential potential at the same time. This is gen-289

erally speaking a difficult task because LANL data can be used to compute absolute po-290

tential but not differential. Therefore, Matéo-Vélez et al. (2016) proposed different ways291

to define a worst-case depending on the relative importance of low and high energy elec-292

tron fluxes. The best correlation with absolute charging was obtained with PG5k, of course,293

by definition, and with FE10k. However, LFHE and HFAE should not be dismissed be-294

cause, first, a large fraction of them was associated with potential below -100 V, and,295

second, they can theoretically generate high levels of differential charging levels due to296

specific interaction of electrons with insulators. This is why all these 4 criteria are rel-297

evant for the present study with the goal to assess risks of surface charging leading pos-298

sibly to electrostatic discharges and, in the end, to spacecraft anomalies.299

Each event in all 400 events was attributed with the corresponding values of Kp,300

AE, AL (Auroral Lower), and SYM-H (symmetric disturbance magnetic field in H-component)301

indices and solar wind and IMF parameters, namely, IMF BZ , solar wind speed, proton302

number density, and derived electric field Ey and <VBs>. For solar wind and IMF data,303

OMNIWeb (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/) was used, so, Ey was obtained directly from304

there and <VBs> was computed using solar wind speed and Bs, defined as Bs =| Bz |,305

if Bz is negative and Bs = 0 otherwise. Geomagnetic indices were obtained from the306
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World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html).307

The dependencies on solar wind and IMF parameters and geomagnetic indices of the events308

in each criterion were then studied.309

3 Worst-Case Severe Environments for Surface Charging and Current310

Geomagnetic Activity311

3.1 Dependence on Geomagnetic Indices312

3.1.1 Kp Index313

We start with dependencies on geomagnetic indices. The four top panels in Fig-314

ure 1a present the histograms of top 100 events with worst-case severe environments for315

surface charging as dependent on the Kp index observed during these events. These se-316

vere environment events in 15-minute intervals were identified by Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018)317

following the criteria PG5k (top panel, purple), LFHE (second panel, green), HFAE (third318

panel, red), and FE10k (forth panel, blue). The Kp index occurrence rate (orange line)319

for the entire period of 1990-2005 (irrespective of the environment condition) is shown320

in the bottom panel. The Kp binning was done so that the [0,1) bin includes Kp values321

of 0, 0+, and 1-, the [1, 2) bin includes Kp=1, 1+, and 2-, and so on, and the [8, 9] bin322

includes Kp=8, 8+, 9-, and 9.323

Several features can be noticed in the plotted histograms:324

(1) The histograms showing the number of severe environment events in all four325

criteria do not coincide with the 16 years occurrence rate of the Kp index (orange line326

in the bottom panel). The highest occurrence rate for the observed Kp is from 1 to 3.327

If they would have coincided, for each Kp value, the probability of the presence of a se-328

vere environment would be the same, independent of Kp. Since this is not the case, the329

Kp value can be considered as an indicator for an event to happen.330

(2) The PG5k histogram, which corresponds to the spacecraft potential criterion,331

has its peak at Kp = 3-4 (39 events), whereas all the histograms for criteria based on332

electron fluxes show maximum values at Kp = 4-5 (25-30 events), except for HFAE cri-333

terion which has a wider peak at Kp = 3-5.334

(3) There are more PG5k events at smaller Kp (6 events at Kp = 1-2 and 20 events335

at Kp = 2-3) as compared to flux based events with negligible number at Kp = 1-2 and336

5-11 events at Kp = 2-3). (4) More events with flux based criteria occurred at higher337
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Kp (> 5) than those of spacecraft potential based criterion: there were ≤ 6 PG5k events338

in each Kp bin for Kp > 5, whereas 18 LFHE and 20 FE10k events were detected at339

Kp = 5-7 and 19 HFAE events at Kp = 5-6. For large Kp > 7, only the FE10k crite-340

rion showed 16 (Kp = 7-8) and 8 (Kp = 8-9) events. Obviously, the Kp-dependent his-341

tograms for severe environment events do not reveal fully the risk to encounter the se-342

vere environment for given Kp: statistical decrease of the occurrence rate of higher Kp343

values (see bottom panel in Figure 1a) should be taken into account. In other words, the344

decrease in histograms for high Kp values during severe environment events may just re-345

flect the lower probability of high Kp occurrence but not a lower risk of severe environ-346

ment.347

To address this issue, we developed a specific normalization procedure. The idea348

is to normalize the number of severe environment events for each Kp bin by the total349

number of LANL observations corresponding to this Kp bin. The only data analyzed in350

the present paper are the times and locations of 400 worst-case events, not the full, orig-351

inal LANL dataset (it was not freely available). What was available is the total num-352

bers of 15 minute averages of the LANL observations in 20 to 08 MLT sector for differ-353

ent years used in Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018) given in Table 1. These numbers include all354

observations from all operating LANL spacecraft. The choice of 20 to 08 MLT sector is355

due to the finding that all of the worst-case severe environments were detected at local356

times from 20 to 08 MLT (see Figure 6b of Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018)). Thus, we calcu-357

late the chance to encounter the severe environment in the top 100 only for this MLT358

sector. The total number of LANL observations in a given Kp bin can be estimated by359

multiplying these numbers for the normalized Kp occurrence for given bin and year. In360

more details, the normalization algorithm can be explained as follows.361

For a particular year, the number of events with detected top 100 worst-case se-362

vere environments for one particular Kp bin for all operating LANL spacecraft is NeventsLANL.363

Let the total number of LANL 15 minute observations in 20-08 MLT sector be NLANL364

(Table 1). To estimate the number of available LANL 15 minute observations for the par-365

ticular Kp bin, the total number NLANL must be multiplied by the occurrence rate NKpnorm366

(Figure 1a, bottom panel) of the Kp index for this bin for this year. NKpnorm is com-367

puted as NKp/NKpall, where NKp is the number of Kp records in a given Kp bin (at368

a given Kp value) for this year (irrespective of what LANL observes, just using the Kp369
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Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

# observations 13786 26044 34745 32117 26044 33284 42311 43627

Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

# observations 44925 53001 43439 39115 65062 69113 64823 53185

Table 1. Total numbers of 15 minute averages of the LANL observations in 20 to 08 MLT

sector for different years from all LANL spacecraft used in Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018)

index distribution), and NKpall is the total number of Kp records (number of 3 hour in-370

tervals in a year).371

Now, for a given year, the normalized occurrence rate for an event in the list of top372

100 severe environment events in a given Kp bin can be estimated as the number of se-373

vere events for a given Kp bin divided by the estimate for the number of all LANL ob-374

servations for a given Kp bin:375

Normalized occurrence rate =
NeventsLANL

NKpnorm ·NLANL
· 100%. (1)376

To get the average risk (normalized occurrence rate), we sum over all years:377

< Normalized occurrence rate >=

∑2005
i=1990NeventsLANLi∑2005

i=1990NKpnormi ·NLANLi

· 100%. (2)378

It should noted that this method of normalization does not perfectly suits to PG5k379

criterion events because almost all these events occurred in eclipse. This means that be-380

ing in eclipse is a necessary condition to have such an event. Therefore, PG5k events should381

be normalized by the total time the spacecraft spends in eclipse for a given Kp bin. Since382

the eclipse conditions for GEO occur at around the equinoxes and the geomagnetic ac-383

tivity has semiannual variation (Russel-McPherron effect) (Russell & McPherron, 1973),384

it is impossible to do such normalization without the orbital information. For this rea-385

son, we estimate the risk to have PG5k event using the same method as for other cri-386

teria and keeping in mind this specific feature of PG5k events (duration of charging but387

not peak value). It should be emphasized that we define the risk as a chance to have one388

of 100 top events (but not to exceed certain threshold). For this reason, the PG5k risk389

values can be compared to the ones of other criteria.390
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The normalized severe environment occurrence rate is shown by black dots in the391

four top panels of Figure 1a. It is important to note that the normalized occurrence rate392

described above is different from that of shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1a. The393

black dots can be considered as an indicator of a risk to detect a top 100 worst-case se-394

vere environment event in a 15 min window for a given Kp bin.395

The uncertainties for each normalized severe environment occurrence rate (black396

dot) are shown with vertical bars in Figure 1a-c. The uncertainties were calculated us-397

ing the counting error as δQ =
√
NQ, where NQ is the number of observations in the398

sample Q. When computing the uncertainties for the normalized occurrence rate given399

by Equation 2, we assume that the uncertainties from quantities in the denominator are400

negligible compared to those from NeventsLANL. So, uncertainty δ of the risk for severe401

environment occurrence is:402

δ =

√∑2005
i=1990NeventsLANLi∑2005

i=1990NKpnormi ·NLANLi

· 100%. (3)403

As it can be noticed in Figure 1a-c, the uncertainties for Kp bins with less than404

2 events (for Kp from 1 to 2 for LFHE and HFAE criteria, for Kp from 7 to 8 for PG5k405

and HFAE criteria and for Kp from 8 to 9 for HFAE criterion) have their lower limit as406

zero. Variations in both upper and lower limits in the uncertainty bars are important407

for determining a trend in the dependence of risks on the value of Kp. The risks which408

have their lower limit in the uncertainty bar equal to zero are considered much less sig-409

nificant and excluded when analyzing the dependencies.410

The risk is different for each criterion (note that risk values for PG5k are not 100%411

directly comparable to other criteria). For PG5k, the highest risk (for all Kp bins with412

more than 1 events) to detect the severe environment is no more than 0.04% ± 0.008%,413

for LFHE, it is 0.2% ± 0.05%, for HFAE - 0.08% ± 0.02%, and for FE10k - 0.5% ± 0.2%.414

These numbers can look very small and give the impression that there is not whatsoever415

dependence of severe environment occurrence on any of Kp index value. It should be stressed416

particularly that while analyzing these numbers, it is important to keep in mind the def-417

inition of those selected 100 events in each criteria: only the top 100 15 minute-averaged418

worst-case severe environments. It is expected that the chance of getting the particu-419

lar event out of only 100 selected at a certain time and spacecraft location for a partic-420
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ular Kp bin during 16 years cannot be high. The calculated uncertainties are much larger421

for higher Kp values when the number of events is very small. Overall, the smaller the422

number of events, the larger the uncertainty.423

The analysis of risks shows the following:424

(1) We see the order of magnitude difference in risks with the largest for FE10k425

criterion and smallest for PG5k criterion (keeping in mind eclipse events in PG5k cri-426

terion, see above).427

(2) The only criterion which indicates an increase of observing severe environment428

with Kp increase is FE10k, highest fluxes of electrons at energies above 10 keV. All other429

criteria show the initial increase with Kp up to Kp = 4-5 and somewhat saturation at430

higher Kp. The trends in the uncertainties are in agreement with those of the risks. There431

are not so many events with Kp > 6-7 during all 16 years as the bottom panel shows.432

At the same time, the number of FE10k events for Kp > 6 is not small, therefore, worst-433

case severe environments can occur often when Kp is high, which is not true for other434

criteria.435

The conducted analysis demonstrates that the magnetosphere needs to be in an436

active state (Kp > 2) for an event to happen but it is not necessarily true that a higher437

Kp value means that more events will be detected.438

3.1.2 AE Index439

Figure 1b demonstrates the relationships between the events with top 100 15 minute-440

averaged worst-case severe environments for surface charging and the AE index in a sim-441

ilar form as in Figure 1a for the Kp index. The values used to plot each histogram (first442

four panels) are the median AE index observed during ± 5 min from the start of the worst-443

case severe environment event. The bottom histogram (orange line) presents the AE oc-444

currence rate computed for the entire period of 1990-2005 irrespective of the environ-445

ment conditions. The values for black dots and uncertainties for them were computed446

similarly to those of the Kp index.447

The uncertainties for the AE bins with no LANL events between the AE bins where448

events are present (for example, in Figure 1b, for AE from 1200 nT to 1300 nT and from449

1400 nT to 1500 nT for PG5k criterion) are computed assuming that the LANL events450
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Number of events with top 100 15 minute-averaged worst-case severe environments

for surface charging to occur for the criteria PG5k (top panel, purple), LFHE (second panel,

green), HFAE (third panel, red), and FE10k (forth panel, blue) as dependent on the (a) Kp

index, (b) AE index, and (c) SYM-H index. The occurrence rate (orange line) of the observed

index for 1990-2005 is shown in the bottom panels. Black dots demonstrate the normalized

severe environment occurrence rate with uncertainties shown as bars. (d) presents the d(SYM-

H)/dt(SYM-H) versus SYM-H for all events for four criteria: Negative d(SYM-H)/dt values

indicate the main phase of a storm (see the paper text for details).
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count is zero with a counting error of one for that bin, and the risk uncertainty is cal-451

culated using a counting error of one, instead of zero. For these bins, we show the risk452

at zero with its estimated upper limit uncertainty bar, lower limit being zero. The com-453

puted uncertainties for such bins are not significant for analyzing the trends in the pa-454

rameter dependencies.455

Analyzing the plotted histograms, it can be noticed that:456

(1) Similarly to the Kp index, the histograms showing the number of severe envi-457

ronment events in all four criteria do not coincide with the 16 years occurrence rate of458

the AE index (orange line in the bottom panel). The maximum occurrence rate of 40%459

occurs at AE = 0-100 nT with 20% at AE = 100-200 nT, which corresponds to an ab-460

sence of substorm activity or rather small substorms, hence, the AE index can be con-461

sidered as an indicator for an event to happen.462

(2) The PG5k spacecraft potential criterion histogram peaks with 20 events at AE463

of 500-600 nT where about 10 events occurred in each bin with AE from 200 to 800 nT.464

For higher AE values of 800-1200 nT, the number of events is low, not more than 5 in465

each AE bin and almost no events for AE> 1200 nT. A rather different pattern can be466

seen on the flux-related FE10k criterion histogram, which has a peak of 18 events at AE467

of 1000-1100 nT with about 10 or more events in each AE bin for AE of 600 to 1200 nT.468

In contrast to the spacecraft potential criterion, there are events for AE>1200 nT (though,469

less than 5 in each AE bin but 20 in total). LFHE (20 events) and HFAE (15 events)470

criteria peaks are in the middle, being at 700-800 nT and 600-700 nT of AE, respectively.471

LFHE events of meaningful numbers occur when AE is between 300 and 1200 nT and472

for HFAE events this AE interval is 300-1600 nT - almost the same. Thus, similarly to473

Figure 1a, the FE10k environment is more likely to occur during increased magnetospheric474

activity compared to the other criteria.475

(3) The normalized occurrence rate for severe environment events shown as black476

dots show that the highest risk to detect the severe environment is about one order of477

magnitude higher for three criteria, PG5k, HFAE and FE10k, when the AE index is el-478

evated as compared to the Kp index. The highest percentage of 2.3% ± 1.3% is again479

for flux-related FE10k criterion. At the same time, for HFAE criterion, it is 1.0% ± 0.5%480

and for PG5k - 0.2% ± 0.1%. These are maximum values, but even if we look at the AE481

intervals with a meaningful number of events, the average percentages are still higher482
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than for the Kp index. Again, regardless of the small percentages, the maximum chance483

of getting the particular event out of only 100 selected at a certain time and spacecraft484

location for a particular AE bin during 16 years is one order of magnitude higher than485

for the Kp index.486

(4) We cannot state that there is a linear increase of the highest risk to detect the487

severe environment with the increase of the AE index (taking all the risks with non-zero488

lower limit for corresponding uncertainty). Black dots for all criteria show a decrease with489

the decrease of the observed events for higher AE values, but largest substorm activity490

(as indicated by the large AE index values) results in the highest probability for a se-491

vere environment to develop. Substorm activity (represented by AE) is a more impor-492

tant factor than a general disturbed state of the magnetosphere (represented by Kp) for493

severe environments for surface charging to occur.494

3.1.3 SYM-H Index495

Figure 1c demonstrates the dependencies of the events with top 100 15 minute-averaged496

worst-case severe environments for surface charging on the SYM-H index in a similar form497

as in Figure 1a for the Kp index and in Figure 1b for the AE index. The values for SYM-498

H at the first four panels are the median values of SYM-H from ± 10 min from the start499

of the worst-case severe environment event. The bottom histogram (orange line) shows500

the SYM-H occurrence rate similarly to Figure 1a for Kp. The black dots and uncertain-501

ties for them were computed in the same way as in Figure 1a for Kp index. The main502

features are the followings.503

(1) The histograms showing the number of severe environment events in three cri-504

teria based on electron fluxes do not coincide with the 16 years occurrence rate of the505

SYM-H index (orange line in the bottom panel). The maximum occurrence rate of 55%506

occurs at SYM-H between 0 and -25 nT which is not during storm times and only 20%507

at positive SYM-H = 0-25 nT and at SYM-H from -25 to -50 nT which can indicate small508

storm activity. LFHE (45 events), HFAE (40 events), and FE10k (32 events) histograms509

have their peaks at SYM-H from -25 to -50 nT, but there are 28 events in FE10k cri-510

terion at SYM-H from -50 to -75 nT. In contrast to other criteria, all events in space-511

craft potential criterion PG5k were detected for SYM-H > -100 nT (40 events were seen512

in each SYM-H interval of 0 to -25 nT and -25 to -50 nT).513
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(2) As for Kp and AE indices, more events in FE10k criterion were detected for514

higher magnitudes of SYM-H as compared to other criteria, which indicates that these515

events occur during larger storms as compared to other criteria: about 45 out of the 100516

FE10k events occur at SYM-H < -50 nT, 25 events for LFHE and about 35 for HFAE.517

(3) The severe environment normalized occurrence rate in each bin (black dots) show518

increase for all the criteria up to SYM-H in the -50 to -75 nT range (-50 - -100 nT for519

HFAE) and then a drop for PG5k and LFHE criteria and with consequent increase for520

LFHE events. Again, we do not analyze the SYMH bins where only 1 event was detected521

which show an increase in risks for large negative SYM-H with zero lower limit for un-522

certainties. For the FE10k criterion, the dots reach a saturation for SYM-H from -50 to523

-150 nT and then increase. Since there are very few events at large negative SYM-H, we524

cannot conclude that more events will occur at strong storm times.525

(4) The severe environment risk percentages are small: only 0.04% ± 0.01% for PG5k,526

0.14% ± 0.06% for LFHE, 0.13% ± 0.04% for HFAE and 0.3% ± 0.2% for FE10k. These527

percentages are very similar and highest for LFHE and FE10k criteria as those of the528

Kp index dependencies. Out of three indices, the AE index is the best indicator of a se-529

vere environment for surface charging to occur.530

Figure 1d presents the time derivative of the SYM-H index versus the SYM-H in-531

dex during the top 100 severe environment events (each point corresponds to one event).532

Four panels correspond to events selected using different criteria. The values for SYM-533

H are the median values of SYM-H from ± 10 min from the start of the worst-case se-534

vere environment event. To calculate the SYM-H index derivative, we transformed the535

SYM-H time-series to the frequency space using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The536

FFT was computed for a ∼34 h interval centered on the event time. Harmonics with a537

period <6 hours (frequencies greater than 50.0·10−6 Hz) were zeroed, and a derivative538

was computed after inverse transformation. It is, therefore, a derivative of a smooth sig-539

nal, where all short-scale variations (substorm-related) were filtered out. Negative large540

d(SYM-H)/dt values when the SYM-H index is strongly negative indicate that main phase541

of a storm was in progress during worst-case severe environment events. Positive d(SYM-542

H)/dt values at negative SYM-H correspond to the storm recovery phase.543

As can be seen, the spacecraft potential based PG5k events are all concentrated544

within SYM-H > -100 nT with most points at 0 to -50 nT and corresponding d(SYM-545
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H)/dt values are ±0.15 nT/min which corresponds to rather small increases and decreases546

in SYM-H during the events but not to any significant storms. Strong storm activity does547

not result in severe environments for surface charging with PG5k criterion. Similar fea-548

tures are noticeable for HFAE criterion: although covering larger SYM-H interval from549

0 to -125 nT, d(SYM-H)/dt was ± 0.2 nT/min and only one event with -0.45 nT/min550

at about -75 nT of SYM-H which can correspond to a main storm phase. There are more551

events with positive d(SYM-H)/dt which can be an indicator that HFAE events occur552

during small storm recovery. As can be seen in Figure 1c, PG5k and HFAE criteria have553

the lowest risk for detecting severe environments for any SYM-H index range.554

For LFHE criterion, the majority of events is still situated at SYM-H from 0 to -555

75 nT but there are 9 events at SYM-H of -75 to -150 nT, most of the events have neg-556

ative d(SYM-H)/dt with several reaching of about -0.4 to -0.5 nT/min which points to557

their occurrence during a storm main phase. It needs to be stressed here that the largest558

negative d(SYM-H)/dt values are still at SYM-H of -100 nT or more. FE10k criterion559

events are more distributed over SYM-H and d(SYM-H)/dt with many points concen-560

trated at 0 to -75 nT of SYM-H but about the same number of them are with negative561

d(SYM-H)/dt values of -0.4 - -0.6 nT/min or more for SYM-H from 0 to -150 nT. One562

outlier is at -245 nT of SYM-H and with about -1 nT/min which corresponds to a strong563

storm. At the same time, about one third of all events are with positive d(SYM-H)/dt564

values but only 10 of them are during SYM-H <100 nT which indicates that FE10k events565

mainly occur during small and moderate storm recovery. Thus, most of the LFHE events566

can occur during the main phase of small to moderate (up to -150 nT) storms. This is567

true for the FE10k events, although FE10k events can also be detected during small to568

moderate storm recovery phase.569

3.2 Dependence on IMF and Solar Wind Parameters570

3.2.1 IMF BZ571

Figure 2a presents, in a similar way as Figures 1a-c, the histograms of the top 100572

events with worst-case severe environments for surface charging as dependent on the IMF573

BZ observed during these events. The values of IMF BZ at the first four panels are the574

averaged values of IMF BZ during one hour before the worst-case severe environment575

event. The bottom panel shows the histogram of the occurrence rate (orange line) of the576
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1, the number of events with top 100 15 minute-averaged worst-

case severe environments for surface charging to occur for four criteria as dependent on the (a)

IMF BZ , (b) solar wind speed, (c) number density, and (d) < V Bs > with the occurrence rate

(bottom panel, orange) of the observed IMF and solar wind parameters for 1990-2005.
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observed IMF BZ for the entire period of 1990-2005 computed as the percentage ratio577

between the number of times when IMF BZ fell into each bin (one bin is 2 nT) normal-578

ized by the total number of IMF BZ observations during 1990-2005. The values for black579

dots and uncertainties for them were computed similarly as described for the Kp index580

(see Figure 1a description). IMF BZ dependencies of the events of severe environments581

for surface charging show that:582

(1) The occurrence rate (orange line) of the observed IMF BZ has a symmetric shape583

in respect to IMF BZ = 0 nT, with a maximum number at IMF BZ = ± 2 nT. None584

of the histograms of each criterion has a similar peak location. This argues for the prob-585

ability of detecting severe environments being dependent on IMF BZ , so IMF BZ can586

be considered as an factor influencing the occurrence of events. The histogram of the space-587

craft potential based criterion PG5k shows a distinct, wider peak at IMF BZ from 0 to588

-4 nT with 67 events for this IMF BZ interval and <10 events for IMF BZ < -4 nT. The589

HFAE histogram also exhibits a pronounced peak with 36 events at -4 nT < IMF BZ590

< -2 nT. Histograms for LFHE and FE10k show more distributed shapes, with a wider591

peak of 40 events at IMF BZ from -2 nT to -6 nT and with 25 events at IMF BZ from592

-4 nT to -6 nT, respectively.593

(2) In addition to the peaks, the majority of the events for all criteria have occurred594

when the preceding hourly averaged IMF BZ was negative. At the same time, there are595

about 25 events (out of 400) which occurred when the average IMF BZ was positive. These596

events are present for each criteria with the largest number for PG5k, then HFAE, FE10k,597

and with the smallest number for LFHE. Since we used averaged values of IMF BZ dur-598

ing one hour before each event to plot the histograms, IMF BZ should have been pre-599

dominantly positive during that hour before the event but not necessarily all positive.600

(3) More events with LFHE and FE10k criteria have occurred at IMF BZ < -6 nT601

than for PG5k and HFAE criteria and they occur at -16 nT < IMF BZ < -8 nT when602

the number of PG5k and HFAE events were negligible.603

(4) The risk to have severe environments represented by black dots with uncertain-604

ties increases with IMF BZ becoming more negative for the LFHE and FE10k criteria605

but then it goes down in one IMF BZ bin of -14 to -16 nT. For PG5k and HFAE crite-606

ria, there is no similar dependence: risk for PG5k criterion drops but for HFAE crite-607

rion it reaches some saturation at IMF BZ < -4 nT. The ratio percentages are small, though,608
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ranging from 0.04% ± 0.007% to 0.46% ± 0.18% and this is similar to those for Kp and609

SYM-H indices.610

3.2.2 Solar Wind Speed611

Similarly to Figure 2a, Figure 2b presents the dependencies of worst-case severe612

environments on the solar wind speed VSW . The noticeable features are:613

(1) The occurrence rate (orange line) of the observed VSW has its maximum at VSW614

= 300 - 500 km/s with higher rate at VSW = 300 - 400 km/s. None of the histograms615

of each criterion has the exact same peak location, except the histogram for LFHE cri-616

terion peaks with 40 events at VSW = 400 - 500 km/s and with 29 events at VSW = 300617

- 400 km/s. Other two criteria based on fluxes, HFAE and FE10k, do not exhibit any618

defined peaks in a specific VSW interval with about 20 of events in each 100 km/s bin619

distributed over VSW = 400-700 km/s for FE10k and 27-28 events each at VSW = 500-620

700 km/s and 12 events each at VSW = 400-500 and 700-800 km/s. The histogram of621

the spacecraft potential based criterion PG5k also shows a wider peak covering VSW =622

400-700 km/s with 30 to 23 events. VSW can be considered as an factor influencing the623

occurrence of events.624

(2) For higher VSW = 700-900 km/s, there are more events corresponding to HFAE625

and FE10k criteria than with PG5k and LFHE.626

(3) The risk to have severe environments represented by black dots with uncertain-627

ties increases with VSW increase for PG5k, HFAE and FE10k criteria, reaching 0.1% ±628

0.07%, 0.7% ± 0.4% and 0.2% ± 0.1%, respectively. These percentages are about order629

of magnitude higher than those for IMF BZ . The only criterion which exhibits an or-630

der of magnitude lower risk, as compared to IMF BZ is the LFHE one with a maximum631

value of 0.02% ± 0.003%. The risk for this criterion does not increase gradually with VSW632

but dips into lower magnitude at VSW = 600-700 km/s increasing again in the next VSW633

interval.634

In addition to the AE index, VSW can be considered an indicator of a severe en-635

vironment for surface charging to occur.636
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3.2.3 Solar Wind Proton Density637

Figure 2c shows the histograms demonstrating the dependencies of worst-case se-638

vere environments on the solar wind number density NSW . It can be seen that:639

(1) Peaks of severe environment events for PG5k and HFAE criteria coincide with640

the maximum occurrence rate (orange line) of the observed NSW at NSW = 0-5 cm−3.641

The occurrence rate decreases for larger values of the observed NSW , so does the num-642

ber of PG5k and HFAE events, with almost no events detected at NSW > 10 cm−3. The643

probability for a PG5k and HFAE event to happen does not depend on NSW . The risk644

to have severe environments shown by black dots is about 0.03% ± 0.003% and decreases645

with the NSW increase.646

(2) Events with LFHE criterion show more distributed peak with 35 of them at NSW647

= 5-10 cm−3 and with 20 each for NSW = 0-5 and 10-15 cm−3. 5-8 events were detected648

at larger NSW , even at NSW = 30-40 cm−3. The risk to have severe environment for this649

criterion shown by black dots exhibits some gradual increase to only 0.05% at NSW =650

25-30 cm−3 with rise to 0.18% ± 0.13% at NSW = 35-40 cm−3. The percentage is about651

2 times smaller than that for IMF BZ but an order of magnitude larger than that for652

VSW for the same criterion.653

(3) About 35 events for the FE10k criterion were detected at NSW = 0-5 cm−3 but654

in the following NSW intervals, the number of events did not drop sharply as for the PG5k655

and HFAE criteria (with 19 events at NSW = 10-15 cm−3 and non-zero number of events656

up to NSW = 30-35 cm−3). The risk to have severe environment for this criterion in-657

creases with NSW increase with maximum percentage of 0.03% ± 0.007% which is about658

one of order magnitude smaller than that for IMF BZ and VSW for the same criterion.659

Based on the analysis above, NSW is not a good indicator of a severe environment660

for surface charging to occur.661

3.2.4 < V Bs >662

Figure 2d presents the dependencies of worst-case severe environments on < V Bs >,663

where V is the solar wind speed and Bs is equal to zero, when IMF BZ > 0 and Bs =664

IMF BZ , when IMF BZ ≤ 0. The < V Bs > values in mV/m in the first four pan-665

els are one hour averages before the start of each event. The < V Bs > values in the666
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bottom panel are calculated using a running one hour averages over the years of 1990-667

2005. Note that the first bin of < V Bs > (0-1 mV/m) includes all zero values of Bs668

and all positive values of BZ . Examining Figure 2d, it can be noticed that:669

(1) The three criteria based on fluxes, LFHE, HFAE, and FE10k have their peaks670

at < V Bs > > 1 mV/m. That means that the preceding hourly averaged IMF BZ was671

southward. LFHE criterion peaked with about 25 events in 1-3 mV/m bins, the HFAE672

criterion has a maximum of 35 events at < V Bs > of 1-2 mV/m, and FE10k shows a673

more distributed peak with 18-20 events in each bin from 1 to 4 mV/m. For all three674

criteria, there are 10 or less events in the 0-1 mV/m bin. In contrast, PG5k criterion has675

about 30 events that occur in each of 0-1 and 1-2 mV/m bins. The occurrence rate (or-676

ange line) is highest at 0-1 mV/m.677

(2) A severe environment defined by the PG5k criterion has the lowest risk (black678

dots) to occur, 0.07% ± 0.04%, among all four criteria. A large number of events in the679

0-1 mV/m bin coinciding with highest occurrence rate over 1990-2005 years and no ob-680

vious dependence of the risk on the magnitude of < V Bs > can be also seen.681

(3) Events with LFHE criterion were detected over a wide range of < V Bs > val-682

ues, up to 7 mV/m, with one outlier event in the 10-11 mV/m bin. The risk for such683

an environment to occur is 0.5% ± 0.2% and it increases with increasing of < V Bs >.684

(4) HFAE and FE10k criteria events also occur at higher < V Bs > magnitudes,685

up to 7 mV/m (with one event in 8-9 mV/m bin) and up to 10 mV/m, respectively. The686

risk for the HFAE criterion severe environment to happen is 0.02% ± 0.1% with no clear687

dependence on the < V Bs > magnitude. For the FE10k criterion, the percentage is higher,688

0.6% ± 0.18%, with no dependence on the < V Bs > magnitude, either. Since < V Bs >689

is computed based on IMF BZ and VSW values, the risks are higher than those for so-690

lar wind number density and comparable with those shown in Figures 2a and b.691

3.3 Risks for severe environments for surface charging dependent on cri-692

teria definitions693

As was shown in the sections above, the peaks in the number of severe environment694

events and the risks for these events to happen depend on how they are defined in four695
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Criterion/ Kp, AE, SYM-H, IMF Bz, Vsw, Nsw, < V Bs >,

Parameter 0–9 0– 50 – -20 – 200 – 0 – 0-

(range) 2200 nT -300 nT -10 nT 1100 km/s 45 cm−3 11 mV/m

PG5k 3–4 500–600 0 – -50 0 – -4 400–700 0–5 0–2

(1–8) (100–1600) (25 – -100) (4 – -14) (300–1000) (0–15) (0–5)

LFHE 4–5 700–800 -25 – -50 -2 – -6 400–500 5–10 2–3

(1–9) (200-1400) (25 – -275) (6 – -16) (300–800) (0–35) (0–6)

HFAE 3–5 600–700 -25 – -50 -2 – -4 500–700 0–5 1–2

(1–9) (200–2100) (25 – -150) (2 – -10) (400–1000) (0–20) (0–7)

FE10k 4–5(7) 1000–1100 -25 – -75 -4 – -6 400–700 0–5 1–4

(2–9) (500–2200) (25 – -250) (2 – -20) (300–900) (0–35) (0–10)

Table 2. Peaks in number of events with corresponding parameter magnitude and range.

criteria. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the obtained results of the above analysis of Figures 1696

and 2.697

Table 2 demonstrates for each criterion at what bin of the observed parameter the698

maximum number of the severe environment events was reached, together with the range699

in brackets of the parameter values at which the events were detected. The first row in700

the Table 2 also contains the observed ranges for each parameter during the 1990-2005701

period (orange curves in the bottom panels in Figures 1 and 2).702

Table 3 shows, for each criterion, the maximum risk in percentage to detect a worst-703

case severe environment event with the corresponding value of the parameter at this risk704

together with yes (Y) or no (N) for the dependence of the risk on the parameter.705

Let us determine, which parameter(s) can be considered as an indicator that a worst-706

case severe environment event would occur for each criterion. The PG5k is the only cri-707

terion which depends on the spacecraft potential, so it is supposed to be most relevant708

to surface charging events. It needs to be reminded that the majority of these events are709

in eclipse, so, they are with only the effect of plasma condition on spacecraft potential.710

This can lead to a very risky situation when the spacecraft is in eclipse and, for exam-711

ple, the values of Vsw are high.712
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Criterion/ Kp AE, SYM-H, IMF Bz, Vsw, Nsw, < V Bs >,

Risk ± δ, % nT nT nT km/s cm−3 mV/m

param. (D)

PG5k 0.04 0.2 0.04 0.04 0.1 0.026 0.07

± 0.008 ± 0.1 ± 0.01 ± 0.007 ± 0.07 ± 0.003 ± 0.04

4-5 (N) 1100 (N) -75 (N) -4 (N) 800 (Y) 0 (N) 4 (N)

LFHE 0.2 0.2 0.14 0.4 0.02 0.18 0.5

± 0.05 ± 0.1 ± 0.06 ± 0.16 ± 0.003 ± 0.13 ± 0.2

6-7 (N) 1100 (N) -150 (N) -14 (Y) 700 (N) 35 (Y) 6 (Y)

HFAE 0.08 1.0 0.13 0.06 0.7 0.03 0.2

± 0.02 ± 0.5 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 ± 0.4 ± 0.003 ± 0.1

5-6 (N) 1400 (N) -100 (Y) -8 (N) 900 (Y) 0 (N) 5 (N)

FE10k 0.5 2.3 0.3 0.46 0.2 0.03 0.6

± 0.2 ± 1.3 ± 0.2 ± 0.18 ± 0.1 ± 0.007 ± 0.18

8-9 (Y) 1700 (N) -175 (N) -14 (Y) 800 (Y) 10 (Y) 8 (Y)

Table 3. Highest risk with corresponding uncertainty to detect a worst-case severe environ-

ment event at the corresponding value of the parameter and presence of a risk-parameter depen-

dence.
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For PG5k criterion:713

(1) worst-case severe environments occur under slightly disturbed conditions (Kp714

= 3-4, moderate substorm activity of 500-600 nT, no storm activity, no significant IMF715

Bz, Nsw, V Bs) but with Vsw elevated to 700 km/s (Table 2);716

(2) two parameters, AE and Vsw, can serve as indicators of the increased risk (max-717

imum of 0.2% ± 0.1% at AE of 1100 nT and 0.1% ± 0.07% at Vsw of 800 km/s) for a718

worst-case severe environment event to occur and the risk for these events depends on719

the value of the parameters (Table 3).720

The three other criteria are based on the fluxes and, therefore, are not directly re-721

lated to the spacecraft potential. For the LFHE criterion:722

(1) worst-case severe environments occur under moderately disturbed conditions723

(Kp = 4-5, moderate substorm activity of 700-800 nT, main phase of small storms, neg-724

ative IMF Bz of -6 nT, no significant increase in Vsw) but elevated Nsw of 5-10 cm−3
725

and < V Bs > of 2-3 mV/m (Table 2);726

(2) the highest risks are associated with IMF Bz (0.4% ± 0.16% at -14 nT) and,727

as an effect, < V Bs > (0.5% ± 0.2% at 6 mV/m) and the risks exhibit dependencies728

on the values of these two parameters (Table 3). The question mark for the IMF Bz de-729

pendence stresses that the last dot in Figure 2a, second panel, does not fit into the de-730

pendence. The third parameter, Nsw, though not with high risk percentage, influences731

the risk so that it increases with Nsw increase.732

For the HFAE criterion:733

(1) worst-case severe environments occur under moderately disturbed conditions734

(Kp = 3-5, moderate substorm activity of 600-700 nT, recovery phase of small storms,735

negative IMF Bz of -4 nT, no significant Nsw and < V Bs >) but with Vsw elevated to736

700 km/s (Table 2);737

(2) similarly to the PG5k criterion, two parameters, AE and Vsw, are related to the738

highest risks for a worst-case severe environment event to occur (1.0% ± 0.5% at 1400739

nT and 0.7% ± 0.4% at 900 km/s), but only the risk associated with Vsw depends on740

its value. The third highest risk of 0.2% ± 0.1% is for < V Bs > which follows from the741

high risk for Vsw.742

For the FE10k criterion:743
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(1) worst-case severe environments occur under slightly more intensely disturbed744

conditions (Kp = 4-5(7), intense substorm activity of 1000-1100 nT, main and recovery745

phases of small to moderate storms, negative IMF Bz of -6 nT, no significant Nsw) but746

with Vsw elevated to 700 km/s and, as follows, V Bs of 2-3 mV/m (Table 2);747

(2) all parameters (except of Vsw and Nsw) have higher risks, as compared with748

the other three criteria, and for all of them (except of AE and SYM-H) the associated749

risks show the dependencies of parameters’ values.750

Thus, to summarize:751

(i) the range of geomagnetic conditions for maximum number of worst-case severe en-752

vironments for surface charging to occur including all four criteria:753

(a) moderately disturbed with Kp from 3 to 5;754

(b) moderate to intense substorm activity with AE from 500 to 1000 nT;755

(c) storm activity from none to main and recovery phases of small to moderate storms;756

(d) slightly negative IMF Bz up to -6 nT;757

(e) Vsw from 400 and elevated to 700 km/s;758

(f) low Nsw with 5-10 cm−3 only for one criteria of LFHE;759

(g) as follows from IMF Bz and Vsw, < V Bs > < 4 mV/m.760

(ii) geomagnetic indices and IMF and solar wind parameters and their relations to the761

maximum risks for worst-case severe environments for surface charging to occur includ-762

ing all four criteria:763

(a) Kp index is not associated with highest risk for worst-case severe environments764

to occur, the only criterion is FE10k for which the risk and the Kp value are related;765

(b) AE index determines the highest/close to highest risk, except for the LFHE cri-766

terion, but the risk is not dependent on the AE magnitude;767

(c) no high risk is related to the SYM-H index and there is no dependence on its768

value for the risk;769

(d) elevated risks with not 100% clear dependencies exist for IMF Bz;770

(e) Vsw directly indicates the highest risk for worst-case severe environments to hap-771

pen and this risk depends on the Vsw value, except for the LFHE criteria;772

(f) no high risk is associated with the Nsw but the risk depends on Nsw magnitude773

for the LFHE and FE10k criteria;774

(g) the risks for < V Bs > are determined by the risks for IMF Bz and Vsw.775
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AE and Vsw are the most important parameters which can define the occurrence776

of worst-case severe environments for surface charging.777

4 Worst-Case Severe Environments for Surface Charging with Super-778

imposed Epoch Analysis779

In addition to studying the dependencies of severe environments for surface charg-780

ing on current activity defined by geomagnetic indices (Figure 1) and one hour averaged781

IMF and solar wind parameters (Figure 2), we conducted the superimposed epoch anal-782

ysis for all the detected events with four criteria. The observed index or IMF or solar783

wind parameter during an event was plotted a certain number of hours before and af-784

ter the time of an event and all of the plots were combined setting the time of the events785

as zero for all of them. Such analysis helps to identify the general behaviour of the ob-786

served index or IMF or solar wind parameter before and after all events belonging to a787

specific criterion.788

4.1 Geomagnetic Indices789

Figure 3 demonstrates the results of the superimposed epoch analysis conducted790

for the variations of (a) Kp, (b) AE, (c) AL, and (d) SYM-H indices at around the de-791

tected top 100 15 minute-averaged worst-case severe environments for surface charging.792

As in previous Figures 1 and 2, top panel is for PG5k (purple), second panel is for LFHE793

(green), third panel is for HFAE (red), and bottom panel is for FE10k (blue) criteria.794

Each panel presents the median value for the corresponding index (thick line, bold squares795

for Kp) with the shaded area (bars for Kp) of the interquartile range (25th-75th percentile).796

In Figure 3a, for each event, the observed Kp values are plotted for every 3 hours for the797

interval of 24 hours before and 12 hours after an event for the four criteria. The Kp in-798

dex does not change much before and after events in the PG5k and HFAE criteria. At799

the same time, the Kp values before and after events were not low: around 3 for a PG5k800

event and 4 for a HFAE event (as shown by median). Two other criteria, both flux re-801

lated, show the increase in Kp index before and decrease after the event with the peak802

at the time of the event. For LFHE events, the Kp index starts to increase from low val-803

ues of 2 to 3 about 9 hours before the event reaching about 4.5 at the time of the event804

with subsequent gradual decrease to 3 twelve hours after the event. The Kp index was805

somewhat elevated being between 3 and 4 during 24 to 6 hours before the event in the806
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FE10k criterion, reached about 5.3 and decreased to 4 in 12 hours after the event. These807

variations are not big; nevertheless, the pattern of Kp changes as seen in the superim-808

posed epoch analysis confirm that the magnetosphere needs to be in an active state (Kp809

> 2) for an event to occur.810

Figure 3b shows the observed 1 min AE values plotted 9 hours before and 6 hours811

after the event for four criteria. For all criteria, the AE index was elevated as compared812

to times before and after an event. For the spacecraft potential criterion PG5k, the AE813

was about 300-400 nT during 8 hours and then increased up to 600 nT during 1 hour814

before the event with gradual decrease back to about 300 nT (looking at median values).815

The AE index during LFHE events gradually increased from 200 nT 9 hours before the816

event reaching maximum values of 600 nT 1 hour before the event and starting to de-817

crease right at the time of the event, also going gradually back to 300 nT 6 hours after818

the event.819

The AE index during HFAE and FE10k criteria events shows the most sharp peaks.820

The AE index for HFAE events reached its peak of 800 nT during 1 hour before the event821

being about 400 nT during 8 preceding hours and returned to this value of 400 nT in822

2 hours after the event. The AE index for FE10k events started to increase from 400 nT823

magnitudes 5 hours before the event with the peak value of 1000 nT at the time of the824

event and decreased in 3 hours to 500 nT.825

The AE index (Davis & Sugiura, 1966) was developed to reflect the strength of iono-826

spheric currents flowing in the auroral oval during substorms. The AE index is the dif-827

ference between the AU (auroral upper) index, which measures the strength of the east-828

ward electrojet flowing from mid-afternoon toward midnight, and the AL (auroral lower)829

index which measures the strength of the westward electrojet that flows from dawn to830

past midnight. The AL component of AE is especially useful for substorm studies, since831

it is sensitive to the ionospheric currents that flow through the auroral bulge during the832

expansion phase (Akasofu et al., 1965). Therefore, in addition to the AE index, we show833

also the variations of the AL index in the present study. Figure 3c shows the observed834

1 min AL values, similarly to Figure 3b. For the AE index, the events in all four crite-835

ria occur when the AL index has its peaks (minima in this case). The most sharp and836

deep minima in AL are seen again for HFAE and FE10k criteria events, -600 nT and -837

750 nT in median, respectively. The behavior of AL is very similar as to AE before and838
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after the events. The most gradual decrease before the event and recovery after the event839

is again evident for LFHE events: the minimum of -450 nT is reached 1 hour before the840

event and the recovery starts right at the event. The AL index during PG5k events ex-841

hibits a pattern very similar to the one for the AE index.842

In Figure 3d, 1 min SYM-H values are plotted 24 hours (1 day) before and 72 hours843

(3 days) after the event for four criteria. The behavior of the SYM-H index is similar844

to that of the Kp index in such a way that no significant changes exist in the SYM-H845

index as seen in the median lines during PG5k and HFAE events but SYM-H variations846

are present for LFHE and FE10k criteria events (see Figure 3a for comparison). Dur-847

ing PG5k events, the median SYM-H index is about -20 nT 1 day before and 3 days af-848

ter the event with slight decrease to -25 nT at the time of the event. The median SYM-849

H during HFAE events does not show any dips before or after the event but SYM-H is850

-40 nT 1 day before the event and as can be seen in the interquartile range, SYM-H can851

reach -60 nT and stay like that 1 days before the event gradually increasing to -40 nT852

after. The only criterion for an event to happen when SYM-H is minimal and the whole853

pattern of the SYM-H corresponds to a storm time one is the LFHE criteria. SYM-H854

being about -15 nT in median 1 day before the event, starts to decrease sharply 4 hours855

before the event. LFHE events occur during rather moderate SYM-H values, no lower856

than -60 nT in minimum. In 3 days, the SYM-H index recovers back to -20 nT. During857

FE10k events, the SYM-H index also decreases before the event but more gradually than858

during LFHE events. The event occurs right before the SYM-H minimum, not at the min-859

imum. The minimum SYM-H value can be as low as -90 nT within 8 hours after the event860

according to the interquartile range. It should be noted that out of all indices, only AE861

and AL demonstrate clear variation for a PG5k event (PG5k is the only criterion con-862

nected to spacecraft potential).863

4.2 IMF and Solar Wind Parameters864

Similarly to Figure 3, Figure 4 demonstrates the results of the superimposed epoch865

analysis conducted for the variations of (a) IMF BZ , (b) solar wind speed VSW , (c) num-866

ber density NSW , and (d) Ey electric field at around the detected top 100 15 minute-867

averaged worst-case severe environments for surface charging. In the superposed epoch868

analysis, we use Ey instead of <VBs>, since the latter one is proportional to the inte-869

gral (over 1 hour prior to the epoch zero) of the former with zeroed values correspond-870
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Figure 3. Superimposed epoch analysis for the variations of (a) Kp, (b) AE, (c) AL, and (d)

SYM-H indices at around the detected top 100 15 minute-averaged worst-case severe environ-

ments for surface charging. Thick lines represent the median index value at each 1 min time step

(bold squares for median Kp value at each 3-hour time step) and shaded area (bars for Kp index)

defines the interquartile range (25th-75th percentile).
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Figure 4. Similarly to Figure 3, superimposed epoch analysis for the variations of (a) IMF

BZ , (b) solar wind velocity, (c) number density, and (d) Ey electric field at around the detected

top 100 15 minute-averaged worst-case severe environments for surface charging. Thick lines rep-

resent the median values at each 1 min time step and shaded area defines the interquartile range

(25th-75th percentile).
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ing to positive IMF BZ measurements. Thick lines represent the median values at each871

5 min time step and shaded area defines the interquartile range (25th-75th percentile).872

In Figure 4a, for each event, the observed 5 minute IMF BZ values are plotted for873

the interval of 24 hours before and 8 hours after an event for four criteria. As can be seen,874

the most pronounced changes in the IMF BZ behavior before and after the event are for875

LFHE and FE10k criteria events, while changes are not so big for PG5k and HFAE events.876

During all events, IMF BZ exhibits a minimum but the occurrence of this minimum does877

not coincide with the time of the event, being always before the event. The delay is 1-878

2 h which is around a typical substorm growth phase timescale.879

For the LFHE criterion, the IMF BZ stays at about 0 nT in median from 24 to 8880

hours before the event, then starts to decrease, reaching its minimum of about -6 nT 1.5881

hours before the event. IMF BZ recovers to zero by the 5th hour after the event but then882

drops to -2 nT. During the recovery, the range of interquartiles is wider than before the883

event, being -2 to 2 nT from the median. IMF BZ during the FE10k criterion events show884

very similar time-dependence: it decreased slowly to -2 nT from 12 to 4 hours before the885

event and then dropped faster to -6 nT at about 1 hour before the event. It comes back886

to about -1 nT 4 hours after the event. During PG5k and HFAE events, IMF BZ de-887

creases before and increases after the event but the change is not larger than 1 nT.888

Figure 4b presents the observed 5 minute VSW values plotted for the interval of 24889

hours before and 8 hours after an event for the four criteria. No sharp variations in VSW890

can be seen before and after the events in all four criteria, but VSW is noticeably higher891

than the average solar wind velocity (∼400km/s) for all but LFHE criteria. For events892

in the PG5k criterion, VSW is at about 500 km/s from 24 to 8 hours before the event893

and then increases to 550 km/s and stays at that value. For events in the LFHE crite-894

rion, again from 24 to 8 hours before the event, VSW is at 400 km/s and then gradually895

increases to 470 km/s by the 8th hour after the event. VSW magnitudes are the high-896

est for HFAE events, being 600-650 km/s throughout all the time interval. FE10k cri-897

terion events correspond to the largest, though smoothest changes in VSW before and898

after the event: from 460 to 600 km/s.899

Similarly to Figures 4a and 4b, Figure 4c shows the observed 5 minute NSW val-900

ues for the four criteria. As in case of VSW , PG5k and HFAE events are not associated901

with changes in NSW : NSW is about 4-5 cm−3 for PG5k and about 3 cm−3 for HFAE902
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criteria as seen in the median values. The interquartile range in NSW is wider for the903

PG5k criterion 24 hours before the event (3-8 cm−3) and then narrows down to ±1 from904

the median value at the event and 8 hours after. For LFHE events, NSW is elevated to905

7 cm−3 during 24 to 14 hours before the event, then starts to increase gradually, reaches906

9 cm−3 at the event, and decreases to 6 cm−3 8 hours after the event. The interquar-907

tile range is wider than for PG5k and HFAE events being 6-14 cm−3 at the event. In908

any case, there are no sharp variations in NSW . During FE10k events, NSW changes are909

also small, NSW stays at 6 cm−3 from 24 hours right up to 1 hour before the event, then910

increases slightly and comes back to the initial value.911

Variations of the derived Ey presented in Figure 4d reflect very much of the vari-912

ations in IMF BZ seen in Figure 4a. For all criteria, Ey has a peak right at about 1 hour913

before the event. The smallest peak is observed during PG5k events, the sharpest - dur-914

ing FE10k events. Monotonic increase of Ey from 0 to 1 mV/m until 3 hours before the915

event, then increase to about 3.5 mV/m in 2 hours and subsequent decrease back to ini-916

tial magnitudes are typical characteristics of FE10k events. The interquartile range is917

2-5 mV/m. During LFHE events, Ey stays at around 0 until about 8 hours before the918

event, then starts to increase more gradually than during FE10k events and reaches a919

peak median value of 3 mV/m. The Ey goes back to 0 values after the peak until 5 hours920

after the event and then increases up to 1 mV/m. HFAE events correspond to a smaller921

peak in Ey: Ey oscillates around 1 mV/m until about 2 hours before the event and then922

increases by only 1 mV/m recovering in 3 hours back to initial magnitudes. During PG5k923

events, the changes in Ey are very small: the Ey values lie between 0 and 1 mV/m and924

increase only up to 1.5 mV/m 1 hour before the event.925

4.3 Time history for severe environments for surface charging depen-926

dent on criteria definitions927

Similarly to the results presented in previous sections, the time history of the pa-928

rameters before, at and after the events of severe environments for surface charging dif-929

fers for different criteria definitions. Table 4 summarized the noticeable parameter changes930

over time before the event (for example, there is a 300 nT change in AE during 1 hour931

before the event), the time when the maximal change (maximum or minimum) in the932

parameter occur relative to the time of the event (for example, the AE peaks at the time933

of the event), and how many hours it takes for the parameter to recover to its initial mag-934
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Criterion/ ∆Kp ∆AE, ∆AL, ∆SYM-H, ∆IMF Bz, ∆Vsw, ∆Nsw, ∆< V Bs >,

Parameter nT nT nT nT km/s cm−3 mV/m

PG5k No 300 in 1h/ 200 in 1.5h/ No No (2 1h No No 1 in 8h/

max at/ max at/ before) max 1h

4h 1.5h before/4h

LFHE 2 in 9h/ 600 in 8h/ 230 in 6h/ 30 in 4h/ 6 in 8h/ 50 3 grad. 3 in 8h/

max at/ max 1h max 0.5h max at/ max 1h grad. inc./ max 1.5h

12h before/ 6h before/3h 36h before/5h inc. decr. before/4h

HFAE No 400 in 1h/ 300 in 1h/ No No (2 1h No No 1 in 2h/

max at/ max 20 min before) max 1h

2h before/2h before/2h

FE10k 2 in 6h/ 600 in 5h/ 450 in 5h/ 50 in 24h/ 6 in 4h/ 100 No 3 in 4h/

max at/ max at/ max at/ max 4h max 1h grad. max 1h

12h 3h 2h after/>40h before/4h incr. before/4h

Table 4. Parameter changes with time before the event/relative timing of parameter maximum

change and the even/and after the event

nitude (for example, it take about 4 hours for AE to recover) for the four criteria. All935

numbers refer to the median values seen in Figures 3 and 4.936

For the PG5k criterion based on the spacecraft potential, no changes are seen in937

the Kp and SYM-H indices, solar wind velocity and number density. IMF Bz exhibits938

a small, rather questionable change of 2 nT during 1 hour before the event and, as a con-939

sequence, Ey shows 1 mV/m change in 8 hours before the event. The only noticeable940

change is in AE (and AL) with 300 nT in 1 hour before the event (200 nT in 1.5 hours941

for AL), and the peak in AE (and minimum drop in AL) occurred at the time of the event942

with fast recovery.943

For the flux based LFHE criterion, all parameters change but on a longer time pe-944

riod, more than in 1 hour before the event as seen in the PG5k criterion. The Kp index945

increases from 2 to 4 in 9 hours before the event, reaching its maximum at the time of946

the event and slowly recovering in 12 hours. AE (600 nT in 8 hours) and AL (230 nT947
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in 6 hours) show gradual changes with no distinct peaks. The maximal change occurs948

0.5-1 hour before the event. Even more gradual changes are seen for Vsw (only 50 km7s949

change) and Nsw. Sharp changes are present in SYM-H (30 nT in 4 hours with maxi-950

mum at the event with long recovery) but they are not large. IMF Bz drops from 0 to951

-6 nT in 8 hours reaching minimum of -6 nT 1 hour before the event and so Ey has a952

peak 1.5 hours before the event with 3 mV/m change from 0 in 8 hours.953

Behaviour of the parameters during HFAE events is rather similar to the PG5k cri-954

terion. No changes can be seen for Kp and SYM-H indices, solar wind velocity and num-955

ber density with small changes in IMF Bz and V Bs. Again, the only parameters with956

significant changes are AE and AL. They exhibit sharp changes of 300-400 nT in 1 hour957

before the event with maximum change at the time of the event (20 minutes shift for AL)958

with fast recovery of 2 hours.959

Events with the last criterion, FE10k, are associated with significant changes in all960

parameters, except for Vsw and Nsw. Kp changes by 2 in 6 hours, AE increases by 600961

nT in 5 hours, AE drops by 450 nT in 5 hours and they all have their maximal change962

at the time of the event. SYM-H shows a rather gradual decrease of 50 nT in 24 hours963

with maximal drop 4 hours after the event and long recovery. IMF Bz and Ey change964

by 6 nT and 3 mV/m, respectively, in 4 hours reaching maximal change 1 hour before965

the event.966

Thus, based on the significance and timing of changes in the parameters before and967

at the events of severe environments for surface charging for different criteria definitions,968

we can summarize as follows:969

(a) No changes are seen in Vsw and Nsw for all four criteria;970

(b) A substorm-type pattern of the superimposed epoch AE (AL) dependencies for971

all criteria: 300-600 nT changes in AE (AL) are associated with the events for all four972

criteria with maximum change coinciding with the time of the event (gradual changes973

with maximum 1 hour before the event for LFHE events);974

(c) A storm-type pattern of the superimposed epoch SYM-H dependencies for LFHE975

and FE10k criteria, not for PG5k and HFAE criteria: 30 nT sharp drop at the event for976

LFHE and gradual 50 nT drop 4 hours after the event for FE10k;977
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(d) The Kp index starts to increase 6-9 hours before the event with the change of978

about 2 reaching maximum at the time of the event for 2 (LFHE and FE10k) out of 4979

criteria;980

(e) Southward turning in IMF Bz: for LFHE and FE10k events, IMF Bz starts to981

decrease from being 0 and reaches maximum drop of 6 nT in 4-8 hours at 1 hour before982

the event occurring. Small changes of no more than 2 nT with maximum at 1 hour be-983

fore the event are seen for PG5k and HFAE events. Corresponding changes are evident984

in Ey.985

AE and IMF Bz are the parameters with the most definite changes before and at986

the time of the events of worst-case severe environments for surface charging.987

5 Discussion and Conclusions988

The occurrences of 400 worst-case severe environments for surface charging observed989

by LANL satellites during the years of 1990-2005 were analyzed based on the definitions990

of four criteria for the worst-case severe environments developed by Matéo-Vélez et al.991

(2018) and the activity parameters with their time history, such as Kp, AE, AL, and SYM-992

H indices and IMF BZ , solar wind speed, proton number density, and derived electric993

field Ey and <VBs>. In addition to the occurrences (or numbers of events as histograms994

in Figures 1 and 2) of worst case severe environments, the normalized severe environ-995

ment occurrence rate was introduced (shown as black dots with uncertainties in Figures 1996

and 2). These normalized occurrence rates are the indicators of a risk to detect a top997

100 worst-case severe environment event in a 15 min window for a given parameter bin.998

For the Kp index to be considered as the main indicator of the probability for a999

satellite anomaly to be detected, no Kp-dependent high risk for worst-case severe envi-1000

ronments for surface charging was found. During all events, the magnetosphere was mod-1001

erately disturbed with Kp ranging from 3 to 5. This is in agreement with the previous1002

studies by, for example, Choi et al. (2011); Thomsen et al. (2013); Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018);1003

Matéo-Vélez et al. (2019), (more citations can be found in the Introduction section) where1004

it was stated that rather moderate Kp values were observed during the charging events.1005

Charging events do not necessarily require high values of Kp.1006

The AE index was found to be a very special indicator of the highest risk for se-1007

vere environments for surface charging to happen. Before and after the events in all cri-1008
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teria, the AE (AL) index shows a substorm-type pattern with max/min at the time of1009

the event. This is in agreement with many previous studies relating the observed space-1010

craft anomalies with the presence of substorm activity. For example, Saiz et al. (2018)1011

found that during the loss of Telstar 401 on 11 January 1997, the Kp index reached only1012

4, but a substorm occurred about 45 min before the anomaly (similarly to LFHE cri-1013

teria). Iucci et al. (2005, 2006) have developed and analyzed the database of anomalies1014

from Russian Kosmos satellites which occurred during 19711997. Based on the depen-1015

dence on the local time and AE index, they concluded that local-time dependent anoma-1016

lies were due to 10-15 keV electrons injected into the magnetosphere as a result of au-1017

roral substorms. Loto’aniu et al. (2015) analyzed the space weather conditions at and1018

around the time of the widely-studied anomaly (Allen, 2010) at geosynchronous Galaxy1019

15 spacecraft at local midnight and concluded that the attributed onboard electrostatic1020

discharge was due to the interactions of the spacecraft with substorm-injected energetic1021

particles leading to spacecraft charging. At the same time, our analysis shows that the1022

risk for severe environments for surface charging does not depend on the AE magnitude.1023

The presence of substorm activity can tell us that the environment can be severe for sur-1024

face charging to occur, but the surface charging will not depend on whether a substorm1025

was moderate or intense.1026

Storm-type patterns of the SYM-H behavior during the events with LFHE and FE10k1027

criteria based on low energy fluxes were obtained, but no high risk and no dependence1028

on the strength of a storm were found related to the SYM-H index. Not many studies1029

have attempted to relate the Dst index with the observed anomalies. One of them by1030

Lohmeyer et al. (2012) correlated Inmarsat anomalies with only a -25 nT drop in the Dst1031

index. Most of the events in the present study which had relations to the SYM-H index1032

occurred during main and recovery phases of small to moderate storms with SYM-H above1033

-100 nT. At the same time, many events occurred without any relation to any storm. Thus,1034

there is no need for a storm of any strength to happen in order for a surface charging1035

event to be detected.1036

If the detection of a severe environment for surface charging requires ongoing sub-1037

storm activity, then AE (AL) index, but not Kp or SYM-H (Dst), is naturally best suited1038

to characterize this environment. Related to that, it is also quite expected that super-1039

imposed epoch IMF Bz revealed the southward turning pattern 1 hour before the events.1040

The IMF Bz itself cannot serve as an indicator of a risk to have a severe environment.1041
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Sillanpää et al. (2017) conducted the analysis of GOES 13 MAGED data for 5 years (20112015)1042

and developed an empirical model for the 40-150 keV electron fluxes at geostationary1043

orbit. They found that 1.5h delayed IMF BZ and Vsw are the driving parameters for the1044

best correlation between the modeled and observed electron fluxes. Ganushkina et al.1045

(2019) further confirmed this. Indeed, according to our present study, Vsw is related to1046

the highest risk worst-case severe environments and this risk depends on the Vsw mag-1047

nitude. The difference is that the time history of Vsw before and after the events in all1048

four criteria for worst-case severe environments does not contain any significant varia-1049

tions. The event of worst-case severe environment is not related to Vsw sharp changes1050

but it occurs when Vsw is elevated to 500-700 km/s for prolonged periods.1051

Saiz et al. (2018) reported that in the case of Telstar 401 anomaly, the most im-1052

portant parameters were large (>10 nT) fluctuations of IMF By and high solar wind dy-1053

namic pressure (reaching 50 nPa). We included Nsw in the list of the studied parame-1054

ters and found no risk associated with it and no changes in the time history of it.1055

Our last parameter is <VBs>, which has been used in modelling of low energy elec-1056

tron fluxes. For example, Denton et al. (2016) introduced the empirical model of the elec-1057

tron fluxes and ion fluxes at geosynchronous orbit as a function of local time, energy, and1058

<VBs>. Stepanov et al. (2021) used THEMIS (The Time History of Events and Macroscale1059

Interactions during Substorms) dataset to investigated a relative importance of the var-1060

ious external driving parameters for the superthermal electron flux variations. The au-1061

thors ranked solar wind reconnection electric field Ekl (Ekl = V Byzsin
2(θ/2)) as the1062

second (in its importance, after Vsw) parameter controlling 10 keV electron flux. Obvi-1063

ously, <VBs> defines the risks for worst-case severe environments according to those1064

of IMF Bz and Vsw.1065

Among four criteria for surface charging related, severe environments developed1066

by Matéo-Vélez et al. (2018), LFHE and FE10k criteria based on the enhancements of1067

low energy particle fluxes show definitely clearer dependencies on the solar wind and IMF1068

parameters and geomagnetic activity indices and distinct variations in the superimposed1069

epoch patterns. LFHE is regarded as high fluxes of electrons with energies < 50 keV and1070

low fluxes for electrons with energies > 200 keV. FE10k is related to the highest fluxes1071

of electrons at energies above 10 keV. Low energy electrons vary significantly with the1072

geomagnetic conditions (e.g., Ganushkina et al., 2013; Sillanpää et al., 2017; Ganushk-1073
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ina et al., 2019). Therefore, there is no surprise that the occurrence of severe environ-1074

ment events classified as those two criteria exhibits more pronounced dependencies on1075

the solar wind and IMF parameters and geomagnetic activity indices. At the same time,1076

the similar dependencies are less obvious for the PG5k criterion based on spacecraft po-1077

tential stressing again the absence of straightforward relations between the geomagnetic1078

conditions and surface charging.1079

On the other hand, PG5k criterion is based on the duration of charging even though1080

below extreme value (in contrast to other criteria which are based on peak values). It1081

can be speculated that this specific feature could lead to the some kind of saturation seen1082

in some figures (e.g. Figure 1a, b). If it is the case, the beginning of saturation corre-1083

sponds to -5 kV charging. In addition, since almost all top 100 PG5k events occurred1084

in eclipse and LANL spacecraft spend relatively little time in eclipse, the events with ex-1085

treme geomagnetical activity can be represented poorly in the dataset. This could pos-1086

sibly make the dependence on activity less clear. It should be noted that absolute charg-1087

ing is different from differential charging. High absolute charging levels make charging1088

risks higher but only if they are associated with high differential voltages. Too few space-1089

craft are equipped with sensors to allow assessing both at the same time. In the present1090

study, we have looked at long duration charging events that could possibly lead also to1091

high differential charging (PG5k) and on electron spectra that can produce both abso-1092

lute and differential charging on the basis of particle-matter interactions.1093

In reality, there were many more events with severe environments detected by LANL1094

satellites during 1990-2005 (Matéo-Vélez et al., 2018). One of the logical steps in con-1095

tinuation of the presented study would be an analysis using all data with a parameter1096

above a given threshold. Such a threshold could be a potential below -100 V, or a flux1097

of > 10 kev electrons above 107 cm−2 sec−1 sr−1 keV −1, etc. This analysis can verify1098

the obtained conclusions.1099

Another useful study will be to perform similar as in the present study analysis by1100

separating events outside and inside eclipse to get the events in PG5k criterion in eclipse1101

and the events in PGXk criterion outside eclipse with X being a potential to be deter-1102

mined. For the Van Allen Probes data analysis, Matéo-Vélez et al. (2019) have used -1103

100 V for potential X. Criteria based on satellite potential could distinguish events with1104

a potential exceeding a given potential (as e.g. -100 V). In addition, sorting out events1105
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inside and outside eclipse would help to separate better the effect of photoemission from1106

ambient plasma and geomagnetic conditions.1107

Keeping in mind the points discussed above, the conclusions are the followings:1108

1. Moderate to intense substorm activity with the AE index ranging from about1109

500 to 1000 nT is present when severe environments are detected and time history of AE1110

(AL) before and after events in all criteria exhibits a substorm-type pattern with max/min1111

at the time of the event. The AE index determines the highest risk for severe environ-1112

ments for surface charging to happen, but this risk does not depend on the AE magni-1113

tude.1114

2. Vsw points directly to the highest risk dependent on the Vsw value to worst-case1115

severe environments to happen. At the same time, no significant changes were seen in1116

the time history of Vsw before and after the events in all four criteria, although Vsw val-1117

ues are elevated to 700 km/s for HFAE criterion.1118

3. Although no high risks for severe environments to occur related to the SYM-1119

H index were found, a storm-type pattern of the superimposed epoch SYM-H for LFHE1120

and FE10k low energy fluxes criteria was obtained, but the events were associated with1121

main and recovery phases of small to moderate storms.1122

4. Worst-case severe environments for surface charging according to all four cri-1123

teria occur when the Kp index shows moderate disturbance (3 to 5) but a high risk for1124

them is not associated with the Kp index; changes in Kp index as increase in 6-9 hours1125

exist only before events defined by LFHE and FE10k criteria which are based on high1126

fluxes of low energy electrons.1127

5. IMF Bz was found to be small and negative during the events in all criteria with1128

superimposed epoch analysis revealing the southward turning pattern in IMF Bz for LFHE1129

and FE10k events with maximum drop of -6 nT one hour before the event occurring and1130

smaller changes for PG5k and HFAE events. There is no clear dependence of risk to have1131

a severe environment on IMF Bz.1132

6. As expected, the risks and time history for V Bs are determined by the risks and1133

time history for IMF Bz and Vsw.1134

7. Nsw was <5 cm−3 for all criteria except for LFHE when it was 2 times higher.1135

No high risk was found to be associated with the Nsw but there exists a dependence on1136
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the Nsw magnitude for LFHE and FE10k criteria. No changes were seen in the time his-1137

tory of Nsw.1138

The conducted analysis demonstrated that events detected following two criteria,1139

LFHE and FE10k, based on the enhancements of low energy particle fluxes are evidently1140

different from other two (PG5k and HFAE) with larger magnitudes of the parameters1141

and distinct patterns in the time history of them. It is necessary to stress that flux cri-1142

teria are more easily generalized to non-LANL spacecraft whilst PG5k is uniquely de-1143

termined by spacecraft materials, designs, and geometries.1144
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